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A 19-year old male was arrest- 
ed in relation (o an armed rob- 
bery Saturday morning around 1 
am 
The Rudolph, Ohio, man was 
arrested for an aggravated rob- 
bery that occurred on E. Evers 
and N. Main streets. 
Two other incidents of aggra- 
vated robbery also occurred late 
Friday night and early Saturday 
morning. A group of juveniles 
were robbed at gun point on 
North Prospect near Leroy at 
about 11 p.m. 
The other incident of aggravat- 
ed robbery occurred on Mercer 
Road near Clough Street at 4:16 
a.m. Saturday. 
According to U. Brad Conner, 
information officer for the 
Bowling Green Police Division, in 
each   incident,   two   subjects 
approached the victim in a vehi- 
cle and one of the subjects 
jumped out of the car with a gun. 
The subject with the gun ther 
proceeded to rob the person at 
gun point, get back in the car, and 
drive away. 
The incidents on Prospect and 
Mercer are still under investiga- 
tion and no one has been 
charged with the crimes. 
However, the Rudolph man in 
custody is considered a suspect 
in these robberies. 
The police department is fol- 
lowing other leads about the 
iden'ity of the driver of the vehi- 
cle. 
Tlii 'uspect is being held with- 
out bond at the Wood County 
Justice G ;mer and is scheduled to 
appear ir court today at 10 a.m. 
Cincinnati holds 
gun rights talk 
by Came Hooks 
IHi  BG NEWS 
The 16th Annual Gun Rights 
Policy Conference will be held 
next weekend in Cincinnati to 
discuss issues concerning 
Americans' rights to own and 
carry guns. 
Co-sponsored by the Citizens 
(iimmittee for the Right to Keep 
and Bear Arms and the Second 
Amendment Foundation, the 
conference will consist of speak- 
ers from legal, political and acad- 
emic circles. 
One topic of great concern is 
the case of The United States vs. 
Emerson, a case about firearm 
possession. 
Timothy Emerson had a tem- 
porary restraining order put on 
him during his divorce proceed- 
ings; later Emerson was found 
with a firearm. 
According to the law, certain 
people are prohibited from buy- 
ing or owning guns, including 
convicted felons, the mentally ill 
and people with a restraining 
order against them. 
The issue in the appeal of the 
case is the interpretation of the 
Second Amendment and 
whether the right to bear arms is 
an individual or collective right. 
loe Waldron, executive direc- 
tor of the CCRKBA, believes the 
controversy lies in the removal of 
an individual's Constitutional 
right from only a misdemeanor 
conviction. 
GUNS, PAGE 5 
Vets drown primates 
by lasper Mortimer 
THE tSSOCItltD PRESS 
CAIRO, Egypt — Veterinarians 
drowned a 4-month-old gorilla 
and a cliimpanzee yesterday that 
were flown to Cairo airport from 
Nigeria without permits for 
endangered species. 
Airport veterinarians said they 
feared the primates might have 
carried diseases that could 
spread. A local wildlife expert 
condemned the killings as 
"absolutely appalling." 
The veterinarians said they 
drowned the animals in a con- 
tainer filled with chemicals 
because of the risk contaminated 
blood could be spilled if they 
chose another method. 
The gorilla and chimpanzee 
were brought from Lagos, 
Nigeria. Sunday by their owner, 
who said they were her pets, air- 
port officials said. She did not 
have a license to take endan- 
gered species across internation- 
al borders, the officials said. 
Under  the  Convention  on 
International Trade in 
Endangered Species, permits are 
required for the import, export 
and trade in gorillas, chim- 
panzees and other endangered 
species. 
Airport officials argued Sunday 
over what to do with the two pri- 
mates. Veterinarians wanted to 
kill the gorilla while wildlife offi- 
cers wanted to give it the Giza 
zoo. The zoo, however, does not 
have an enclosure for gorillas. 
"I'm quite shaken," said 
Richard Hoath, a wildlife journal- 
ist and a fellow of the Zoological 
Society of London. "They could 
have kept the gorilla and chim- 
panzee in quarantine until they 
found another zoo or country 
prepared to accept them." 
He denounced the way they 
were killed. 
"They could have been put 
down humanely by injection as 
happens with a sick dog or cat," 
Hoath said. 
The Associated Press 
PRAYING FOR PEACE: An Orthodox Jewish man prays at the Western Wall, Judaism's holiest site, in Jerusalem's Old City as the day ends 
and Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New Year, begins yesterday. Israel was on high alert for attacks by Palestinian militants. 
Violence persists on Jewish holiday 
byYoav Appel 
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
JERUSALEM — Israel ushered 
in the Jewish New Year yesterday 
with armed guards stationed at 
synagogues and the holiday serv- 
ing as a reminder of peace hopes 
lost in a year of fighting with the 
Palestinians. 
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat 
sent New Year's greetings to Israel, 
along with reassurances that he 
has ordered his forces to cease fire. 
But fighting persisted, with one 
Palestinian killed and 15 wounded 
in gun battles in the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip. 
The fighting has been going on 
just short of a year. It was on Sept. 
28 last year, that then-opposition 
leader — now prime minister — 
Ariel Sharon toured a disputed 
holy site in Jerusalem, setting off 
Palestinian protests that quickly 
escalated into widespread fight- 
ing. 
The strife has taken 635 lives on 
the Palestinian side and 175 on the 
Israeli side since the last Jewish 
New Year. 
"It has been a very hard year. 
Our hopes for peace fell apart," 
said Eli Shealtiel, 56, a professor, as 
he dragged a shopping cart with 
holiday groceries through 
Jerusalem's outdoor Mahane 
Yehuda market. "1 feel worried and 
sad. I'm really worried." 
The fighting has taken 635 lives 
on the Palestinian side and 175 on 
the Israeli side. 
Soldiers armed with M-16s 
joined police patrols in the market 
and the downtown area. Black- 
clad members of the police anti- 
terror unit, carrying submachine 
guns, rode motorcycles down 
Jerusalem's main street. Police 
deployed across the country. 
Police Commissioner Shlomo 
Aharonishki said security forces 
were getting warnings about plans 
by militants to carry out attacks 
during the holiday. More than 50 
Israelis have been killed in nearly 
two dozen suicide bombings by 
Islamic militants in the past year. 
But Jerusalem's Mallia shopping 
mall was bustling with crowds of 
last-minute shoppers, pushing 
baby carriages, lugging bags — 
and carrying gas masks. 
Some shoppers renewed out-of- 
date gas masks from the Gulf War 
rimes in tlie army-operated bomb 
shelter located one floor under the 
mall's designer-label clothing 
stores. 
Gas masks were distributed in 
Israel a decade ago on the eve of 
the Gulf War. The army said that 
Sunday, about 9,000 Israelis 
renewed gas masks, compared to 
1,500 to 2.000 a day in quieter 
times. 
Many Israelis now feel war is on 
the horizon. 
"Last year I thought the messiah 
NEW YEAR,PAGE 5 
The Associated Press 
HAPPY NEW YEAR: As 
Orthodox Jews observed the 
new year yesterday, violence 
continued in Jerusalem's Old 
City. 
Campus security noticeably tighter for visiting civil rights advocate 
MKIiMllilKnkiiNtBCNem 
JUSTICE: Speaker Morris Dees 
talks to students yesterday. 
Morris Dees, a 
lawyer known for 
taking controversial 
cases spoke last 
night in Kobacker 
by ME Sanders 
IHE  BG MEWS 
Anyone wanting to listen to 
Morris Dees last night would 
have walked past an armed cam- 
pus police officer at the door, 
then two more checking back- 
packs and purses, and two more 
walking around backstage. 
University Police said that they 
routinely do security for such 
events like concerts, speeches, 
conferences, parties, and dances. 
They also said that "after last 
week, it just seems prudent" 
But that didn't stop hundreds 
of people, of all different ages, 
nationalities, and ethnic back- 
grounds from coming to listen to 
lawyer Morris Dees 
speak out against injus- 
tice. 
Dees is well known for 
taking      controversial 
court cases that were 
"unpopular among the 
white       community" 
since 1967. Along with 
Joe Levin, also a lawyer, 
he  co-founded  the Southern 
Poverty      Law     Center     in 
Montgomery, Alabama to fight 
for racial equality. 
After a 15-minute delay and 
some technical difficulties, 
Kathleen Iamb, President of the 
Sociological Graduate Students 
Association, introduced Decs. 
In a low and somber voice, 
Dees first talked about the recent 
events that happened last week 
"If Martin Luther King was here 
today, I think he would still 
have faith in this nation." 
MORRIS DEES. 
CO-FOUNDER Of THE SOUTHERN POVERTY LW CENTER 
He related those to recent attacks 
at a mosque in Cleveland and to 
the death of a man in Arizona 
who was shot simply for wearing 
a head dress. The man was of 
Indian decent, and not a Muslim. 
"What had happened last week 
has brought about an ugly side of 
our nation, one that we should be 
aware of," Dees said. "But this has 
brought us together, and I think 
we wul overcome what has been 
set upon us. We are a 
great nation, we are big 
enough  to move for- 
ward,   hopefully,   the 
nation will move for- 
ward with us" 
Dees also gave exam- 
ples of his experiences 
dealing with guilty par- 
ties who try to infringe 
on others civil liberties. He was 
the lawyer for the family of an 
African man who traveled to 
Portland, Oregon to pursue a 
career. After the man got a job 
and started making money, he 
was approached one night by 
three skinheads, one of which 
struck him in the back of the head 
with a baseball bat. The blow to 
the head killed the man. 
Dees won the civil suit for the 
wrongful death of the man. 
"Part of justice is retribution for 
evil-doers" he said. 
He then quoted Martin Luther 
King, and said that he to, like 
King, hopes one day "the sons of 
former slaves and the sons of for- 
mer slave owners will be able to 
sit together at the table of broth- 
erhood." 
"Since that time, we have taken 
three steps forward, and two 
steps back." Dees added. "But if 
Martin Luther King was here 
today, I think he would still have 
faith in this nation." 
\ 
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U. LATINO COMMUNITY HONORED 
Three University members are among the five winners 
of the 2001 Diamante Awards, which recognize indi- 
viduals for their contribution to the northwest Ohio 
Latino community. Iris Resendez, a junior, won the 
Latina leadership division. Senior Gabiel Marquez 
won in the youth category and Rolando Andrade, pro- 
fessor in ethnic studies, in the education category. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
Comm. may take 
new role in USG 
by Sarah Jordan 
r H £  BG HEMS 
The main order of business at 
lasl night's Undergraduate 
Student Government meeting 
was the possibility of letting the 
Parking and Traffic Appeals 
Committee take on a larger role 
in USG. 
Parking and Traffic Appeals 
Committee member Sana 
Shaikh spoke about changing 
the committee's current role 
from strictly handling parking 
and traffic appeals to serving as 
an internal review committee for 
USG. 
The independent committee 
would run USG elections and 
determine if issues should be 
referred to the Senate for trial. 
The nine-member group is 
appointed by the USG President 
and consists of students who do 
not serve in the Senate or 
Executive branches of USG. 
Additionally, President Ion 
Bragg gave an update about the 
implementation of a President's 
Panel Listproc, which will 
include the heads of 141 organi- 
zations on campus. 
The purpose of the listproc 
will be to inform organizations 
on campus of potential USG leg- 
islation and to give them the 
opportunity to add input on leg- 
islation before it is voted on. 
In another effort to better 
inform students about current 
issues, Bragg said listings of pro- 
posed legislation will be posted 
across campus. The listings will 
be located in Commons Dining 
Hall, Olscamp Hall, the Business 
Administration Building, and in 
the Student Recreation Center 
because of the high student traf- 
fic in these areas. 
Bragg added USG will send 
out a survey in early October to 
all students in residence halls 
and greek housing in an effort to 
see what students want done on 
campus. 
Senator at-large Nick Froslear 
issued a challenge to other USG 
members. 
"Think of one issue you think 
of as your concern," Froslear 
said, "if each of us takes one 
issue, no matter how big or how 
small, we'll get a lot done." 
The Finance, Academic 
Affairs, Organizational Liaison, 
and Rules and Procedures 
Committees Chairs also report- 
ed about their first meetings The 
main issue discussed was the 
budget, which must be debated 
and approved in each commit- 
tee before it goes before the full 
Senate. The Student Welfare and 
Internal Affairs Committees will 
meet for the first time this week. 
Also this week, potential 
Cabinet members will be inter- 
viewed and chosen. They will be 
sworn in at next Monday's meet- 
ing. 
Although USG conducted the 
meeting as usual, last week's 
tragedy was still very much on 
everyone's minds. 
"I was honored to see how 
many students came out to the 
memorial service this Friday," 
said Bragg. 
Referring to USG participation 
at the vigil, Vice-president 
Rebecca Fitch said, "1 was very 
proud to be a member of this 
organization." 
U. radio orgs to unite 
for 24-hour program 
by Chuck Soder 
THE BG  NEWS 
Four University radio organiza- 
tions will host BG Unites, a 24- 
hour broadcast starting 
Thursday, to raise funds for the 
relief effort of the terrorist attacks 
in New York City and Washington, 
DC. 
The overnight broadcast will 
begin Thursday at 1 p.m., and 
representatives from WFAL, 
WBGU, the BG Radio News 
Organization and BG Radio 
Sports Organization will be on 
the steps of the Education 
Building at 2 p.m., accepting 
donations and interviewing pass- 
ing students live about the 
attacks on the World Trade Center 
and the Pentagon. 
Money raised will be donated 
to the American Red Cross, 
according to Kelli Bowditch, 
Operations Manager for WFAL 
The stations aim to raise at least 
$5,000, she said. 
The group plans to schedule 
interviews with student leaders 
and athletes and is currently try- 
ing to secure an interview with 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau, Bowditch said. 
To  keep  the crowd  awake 
through the night, a disc jockey 
will play dance music for listeners 
both from the broadcasting area 
and over the airwaves from mid- 
night to 6 am. Tlie location of the 
broadcast through these hours 
has yet to be df cided. 
The event wi'l return to the 
Education Buildirg's steps at 9 
am. and will rer ; in there until 
the event ends at 1 u.rn. 
Bowditch said ibe fund-raiser 
will help unify the i ampus and 
the community. "We really want 
to open it up to everybody," she 
said. 
The stations plan to visit sever- 
al local businesses today, to hang 
flyers and to urge owners to 
broadcast the event. 
"We want to show the commu- 
nity that there are (campus) radio 
stations out there, and we are 
working for a good cause." 
Bowditch said. 
The group of stations have not 
worked together on any major 
event in Bowditch's three years at 
WFAL 
"It's uniting the radio stations, 
which is a good idea." she said. 
"We've been waiting to do some- 
thing like this." 
The immediate need for disas- 
ter relief forced the group of sta- 
tions to plan the event quickly. 
The group came up with the 
idea on Sept 14 and gave them- 
selves less than a week to prepare, 
said Andy Evans, news director 
for WBGU and WFAL 
"It would normally take a few 
weeks, and we're trying to do it in 
a few days," Evans said. 
The stations are offering air 
time to get student organizations 
involved: "If organizations want 
to help in any way, shape or form, 
we'd let them get the word out 
about their group over the air," 
she said. 
To place a donation, call 
BGRNO at 372-2354, WFAL at 
372-8658 or WBGU at 372-8657. 
Organizations wishing to partici- 
pate in the event are also encour- 
aged to call those numbers. 
The stations will accept cash, 
bursar and check donations. 
Checks are to be made out to the 
American Red Cross with "disas- 
ter relief" written on the memo 
line. 
To send a message about the 
terrorist attacks over the radio or 
to request music, listeners can 
either attend the event or call 
WFAL at 372-2418 or WBGU at 
If you sleep in a cold room, 
you are more 
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¥ "**   -"W" Psychology Majors, Minors, 
and Members of Psi Chi: 
Please Join us at the 1st Meeting 
of the Undergraduate Psychology 
Association On Wednesday. Sept. 
19 at 7:00 p.m. in Room 108 of 
the Psychology Building. 
B0 News welcomes your 
ideas for future stories 
Call us at 372-6965 
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The University Bookstore 
in conjunction with 
-JH!L- BGSU Athletics -JJWU 
presents: 
The University Bookstore 
$250 Book Scholarship 
at each BGSU Falcon Home Football Game 
Turn in your completed entry blank by Sept. 21st at 
the University Bookstore or by the end of the 1st 
quarter at one of the 
/^      Falcon Locker Room Tents        "T\ 
"Must be present to win" 
'Must have valid BGSU student ID to claim scholarship* 
"Must claim prize by the end of the 3rd quarter' 
Winners will be announced at half -lime 
BGSU Falcon Football vs Temple 
September 22,2001 at 6pm 
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University Bookstore 
$250 Book Scholarship Entry Form 
Name (please print) 
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1. 
BGSU Falcon Football vs Temple 
September 22,2M1 at «* 
" Must be present to win & must have valid BGSU 
student ID to claim scholarship * j 
National Coed Service Fraternity 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Excelling in Leadership-Friendship-Service 
Want to get involved and have fun in activities 
that are campus, city, and Nationwide? 
Find out how you can make a difference! 
Information Nights: 
lues. Sept 18 - 8pm Mac North Lobby 
Wed. Sept. 19 - 8pm Kreischer-Ashley Activity Rm 
Questions? Can't attend but want more information? 
Contact Brian at Dymarko@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
or 352-3821 
IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK 
&o*Ke meet t6e cwunett o£ 
ThedA ia ceituat and 6niK$ <* fru&utlI 
Tuesday, September 18th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Wednesday, September 19th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Monday, September 24th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Tuesday, September 25th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Wednesday, September 26th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Any questions, please call Sarah @ 
354-8067, or the house phone @ 2-2385. 
"All parties held at the Sigma Kappa House, 
across from Harshman Quad." 
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WANTED 
Campus Tour Guides 
REPRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY 
BUILD YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
"BtS's Finest" 
STOP IN OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS 
110 HCFALl CENTER TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
L APPLICATIONS DUE BY SP.M. ON SEPTEMBER 24THJ 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
(AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT. 
GET PAID TOO!) 
Bowling Green State University 
Counseling Center 
+WAGES 
3L1LE NG POSIT VE IttGES THR0UQ1 SFAf-«X»TW)CE AT BGSU 
<&* 
VJO JS^1 
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
For further information or to register, 
please call 372-2081 
BGSU Counseling Center 
Division of Student Affairs 
320 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg. 
Free to women students, 
faculty, & 
staff 
Supported by funding from the Women's Health Section, Ohio Department »if 
Health, Bureau of Health Promotion and Risk Reduction, and Medical College 
of Ohio AHEC Program- 
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TODAY'S 
EVENTS 
TUESDAY, SEP. 18 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and 
Windows @ Willard Wankelman 
Gallery, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Personal Space: Twelve 
Contemporary Painters @ 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
NAACP Unity Publicity® 
Education Building Steps, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Homecoming ticket sales @ 
Education Building steps, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
Disaster Relief @ Education 
Building steps, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Winning the Study Game @ 213 
Moseley Hall, 3:30 p.m. 
Connections tor Learning @ 101 
Olscamp, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
NxLeveL Business Management 
Training Program @ College 
Park, G p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Comprehensive textbooks, work- 
books, resource guides and one- 
on-one business counseling and 
mentoring support will be avail- 
able 
Reality Job — BG®115 
Olscamp, 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
A panel of alumni will be present 
to answer questions on how to 
get that dream-job, co-op, or 
internship. SHRM will be meet- 
ing directly before the event at 7 
p.m. in 224 Olscamp. For ques- 
tions, call 372-2946 
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT? 
If you have a campus or city 
event that you would like to have 
listed in the calendar of events, 
send an e-mail to lisabet2@hot- 
mail.com or stop by 210 West 
Hall with information on the 
event. 
The deadline is 6 p.m. the day 
before the event. Deadlines for 
the weekend edition is 6 p.m. on 
Sundays. 
'Hardball' Lands With Soft Thud 
DAVID 
LEHR 
Entertainment Writer 
Despite lowly predictions, 
"Hardball" sat atop the division 
over the weekend. It chalked up 
$9.4 million, not far off the mark 
made last week by "The 
Musketeer." Given the week's 
tragedy, many analysis expected 
this weekend to be the slowest of 
the year. It seems people needed 
an escape to the movies. 
"Hardball" continued Keanu 
Reeves' single-hit streak. Since 
"The Matrix" opened with $27.8 
million, all four of Reeves' movies 
have led off below $11.9 million. 
Playing on 2,137 screens, costars 
reminiscent of the Lil' Rascals 
batted with a $4,393 average per 
screen. Depending on word of 
mouth, "Hardball" may perform 
well, but Reeves' movies usually 
strike out. 
Lost at No. 2, the audience saw 
right through "The Glass House." 
It opened with a measly $5.7 mil- 
lion on 1,591 screens for a $3,607 
per-screen    average.     Leelee 
Sobieski received a career-high 
paycheck for "House," but if she 
did not keep her "eyes wide shut" 
for a hit movie somewhere "here 
on earth" then as "Milich's 
daughter" Sobieski might have 
"never been kissed" by a sweet 
paycheck. If you have never seen 
these movies, Leelee Sobieski 
will never top her career-high 
paycheck for "House." That's 
okay though because "a soldier's 
daughter never cries." 
In week two, Monsieur 
D'Artagnan sauntered into the 
abyss. "The Musketeer" fell 49 
percent to No. 3 with $5.5 mil- 
lion. As a niche martial-arts flick, 
most of its audience lunged at it 
in the first weekend. They held 
back very few reinforcements 
and did not have new recruits 
rendezvous with "The 
Musketeer" this weekend. With 
all $ 17.8 million for one, and one 
awful second week for all, "The 
Musketeer" should not collect 
more than $30 million in its run. 
The women of "Two Can Play 
That Game" inched down two 
places to No. 4. They taught men 
to behave for $4.6 million, but 
they taught it to 39 percent fewer 
people than last weekend. With 
$13.8 million total, "Two" has 
surpassed its budget and mar- 
keting costs and will turn a profit 
for Sony. 
Locking onto its new-old 
home at No. 5. "The Others" 
revealed enough secrets for $4.6 
million from movie-goers. Every 
day, analysts wait for "Others" to 
lose its screen space and experi- 
ence drops like all other movies, 
but it keeps on hiking up its total. 
With another 20 percent drop, 
"Others" has placed $73.4 mil- 
lion into its coffers, and it looks to 
become Nicole Kidman's second 
biggest hit. 
"Rush Hour 2" proved that 
"War" is good for money as it 
kept on fighting to increase its 
share of the box office. At No 6 
with $4.1 million, "Rush" has 
won $211.1 million. 
"leepers Creepers" will not die 
easily. Hooked into the top ten in 
its third weekend, "Creepers" 
dismembered $3.8 million of its 
audience. It dropped to No. 7, 
and after reaping $29.7 million, 
"Creepers" should die off next 
weekend. 
Coming toward the end, 
"American Pie 2" pulled $3.6 mil- 
lion out of eighth place. The suc- 
cessful sequel has scored $135.9 
million cumulative and will fall 
off the top ten next weekend. 
Rounding into the home 
stretch, "Rat Race" whipped the 
competition by dropping by 19 
percent to No. 9. With $3.6 this 
weekend and $47.7 million total, 
the "Race" is a winner. 
In the ten spot, "Rock Star" 
choked on its own vomit after 
only one week. The movie has 
tanked with $3.4 million this 
weekend and just $11 million 
overall. 
Outside of the top ten, "The 
Princess Diaries" passed over the 
$100 million threshold with 
$100,000 to spare. Though it 
slipped to No. 11, "Diaries" may 
find itstlf back in the top ten next 
wack, 
Next week's movie is too easy a 
targei. "Glitter," with Mariah 
Car. ■,' or wl loever she thinks she 
is) opens in clinics ... theaters 
everywhere. 
He-Man returns; revamped toys to debut before Christmas 
byMarkMenard 
U-NIRE 
THIBODAUX, La. — Toy com- 
pany Mattel has decided to 
breathe new life into the hero of 
many children brought up in the 
'80s. 
This Christmas, just before his 
20th birthday. He-Man and his 
assorted friends and enemies will 
return to toy departments across 
the country. The characters have 
been completely revamped and 
retooled for a younger audience. 
The first assortment will 
include six figures. Mattel will 
update three heroic warriors — 
He-Man, his friend and mentor 
Man-At-Arms, and bird man 
Straws. Mattel will also reintro- 
duce three evil warriors — dark 
lord Skeletor, ape-like Beast Man 
and amphibious Mer-Man. 
Mattel already has second and 
third assortments planned, as 
well as an array of vehicles and 
animals. An all-new animated 
series is also on the way. But will 
Mattel be able to replicate its fan- 
tastic first-run with "the most 
powerful man in the universe"? 
In 1981, Mattel was in debt 
after backing the failed 
Intellivision video game system. 
They needed a big hit fast and 
were looking into basinga toy line 
around the Arnold 
Schwarzenegger film "Conan the 
Barbarian." 
When it came time to test-mar- 
ket the character sketches to chil- 
dren, the kids liked a blonde- 
haired version better than the real 
Conan. Mattel decided to create 
their own character based on the 
preferred sketch and named him 
He-Man. 
The first wave, released in 1982, 
featured eight characters. On the 
side of good were He-Man, Man- 
At-Arms, Stratos and the warrior 
woman Teela 
The evil warriors were Skeletor, 
Beast Man and Mer-Man. Mattel 
also created a neutral character 
named Zodac. 
One of the biggest keys to the 
toy line's success came at the end 
of 1983 from the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
The FCC reversed a landmark 
decision made in 1969. 
They had previously ruled that 
cartoon series' on television 
could not be based on toy lines. 
The FCC feared these shows 
would become 30-minute com- 
mercials. 
When the ruling was reversed 
in 1983, Mattel was poised tocap- 
italize. 
They quickly set plans in 
motion for a He-Man cartoon 
and contracted Filmatjon to cre- 
ate the series. 
The show was an instant hit, 
and the toy line benefited greatly. 
In 1984, Mattel sold over 55 mil- 
lion figures worldwide. Mattel 
also made another groundbreak- 
ing decision that year. 
The decision also pushed 
Masters of the Universe to the top 
of the toy heap. In 1985, its peak 
year, the line made $450 million 
in pure profit for Mattel. 
A wave of 80s nostalgia began 
sweeping across the country 
toward the end of the '90s. He- 
Man's original fans were now 
adults and looked back fondly on 
their youth. Mattel had a plan to 
cater to these fans. 
Earlier this year, Mattel re- 
released 10 original Masters of 
the Universe figures. The figures 
were pulled from the 1982 and 
1983 assortments. 
They released three "good 
guys" —  He-Man, Teela and 
Man-At-Arms — and seven "bad 
guys" — Skeletor, Beast Man, 
Mer-Man, Teela's evil counterpart 
Evil Lyn, the bionically-enhanced 
Trap law, the three-eyedTri-Klops 
and the robotic He-Man impos- 
tor Faker. 
Mattel also included He-Man's 
tiger steed, Battle Cat, and the evil 
version, Panthor. 
All figures in the line were lim- 
ited editions. They immediately 
sold out, prompting Mattel to re- 
release six more characters in 
October. Then Mattel plans to 
relaunch "Masters of the 
Universe" as a children's brand 
sometime around the end of this 
year. 
VERY 
IMPORTANT! 
URSAR 
TOT 
for Student Organizations. 
Do not miss the 
Student Organization 
Officer Advisor Workshop!!! 
Representatives of the Bursar Office will 
explain the new procedures for managing 
and accessing your organizations' budget. 
Plus lots of important information your 
organization needs to know. 
Officer Advisor Workshop 
This Tuesday, Sept. 18 
6-8 pm 
Olscamp 115 
Any questions, call the Office ol Campus Involvement ©372-2343 DMMndStlMNM 
Special Display Personals 
Show your friends, roommates & classmates 
how special they are. 
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or 
surprise someone on their Birthday! 
Great job in St. Louis! 
Congratulations 
EH 
STP 
leaders-you 
make the local 
chapter proud! 
2x2 = $24.00 
with picture 
provided by you! 
(Actual Size) 
1x3 = $18.00 
(Actual Size) 
I* Dance Marathon! j* 
t Now you can rest! .• 
I Love, i 
I* the Gang at Apt 2B|' 
Happy 20th 
B-Day 
ROB! 
Love, 
Elizabeth 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! 
Or call 372-6977 for more information. 
IT'S BURSARABLE! 
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 
2 Tuesday. September 18. 2001 BG NEWS 
U. LATINO COMMUNITY HONORED 
Three University members are among the five winners 
of the 2001 Diamante Awards, which recognize indi- 
viduals for their contribution to the northwest Ohio 
Latino community. Iris Resendez, a junior, won the 
Latina Leadership division. Senior Gabiel Marquez 
won in the youth category and Rolando Andrade, pro- 
fessor in ethnic studies, in the education category. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
Comm. may take 
new role in USG 
by Sarah Jordan 
IHC BG NEWS 
The main order of business at 
last night's Undergraduate 
Student Government meeting 
was the possibility of letting the 
Parking and Traffic Appeals 
Committee take on a larger role 
in USG. 
Parking and Traffic Appeals 
Committee member Sana 
Shaikh spoke about changing 
the committee's current role 
from strictly handling parking 
and traffic appeals to serving as 
an internal review committee for 
USG. 
The independent committee 
would run USG elections and 
determine if issues should be 
referred to the Senate for trial. 
The nine-member group is 
appointed by the USG President 
and consists of students who do 
not serve in the Senate or 
Executive branches of USG. 
Additionally, President Ion 
Bragg gave an update about the 
implementation of a President's 
Panel Listproc, which will 
include the heads of 141 organi- 
zations on campus. 
The purpose of the listproc 
will be to inform organizations 
on campus of potential USG leg- 
islation and to give them the 
opportunity to add input on leg- 
islation before it is voted on. 
In another effort to better 
inform students about current 
issues, Bragg said listings of pro- 
posed legislation will be posted 
across campus. The listings will 
be located in Commons Dining 
Hall, Olscamp Hall, the Business 
Administration Building, and in 
the Student Recreation Center 
because of the high student traf- 
fic in these areas. 
Bragg added USG will send 
out a survey in eariy October to 
all students in residence halls 
and greek housing in an effort to 
see what students want done on 
campus. 
Senator at-large Nick Froslear 
issued a challenge to other USG 
members. 
"Think of one issue you think 
of as your concern," Froslear 
said. "If each of us takes one 
issue, no matter how big or how 
small, we'll get a lot done." 
The Finance, Academic 
Affairs, Organizational Liaison, 
and Rules and Procedures 
Committees Chairs also report- 
ed about their first meetings. The 
main issue discussed was the 
budget, which must be debated 
and approved in each commit- 
tee before it goes before the full 
Senate. The Student Welfare and 
Internal Affairs Committees will 
meet for the first time this week. 
Also this week, potential 
Cabinet members will be inter- 
viewed and chosen. They will be 
sworn in at next Monday's meet- 
ing. 
Although USG conducted the 
meeting as usual, last week's 
tragedy was still very much on 
everyone's minds. 
"I was honored to see how 
many students came out to the 
memorial service this Friday," 
said Bragg. 
Referring to USG participation 
at the vigil, Vice-president 
Rebecca Fitch said, "I was very 
proud to be a member of this 
organization." 
U. radio orgs to unite 
for 24-hour program 
by Chuck Soder 
THE  BG NEWS 
Four University radio organiza- 
tions will host BG Unites, a 24- 
hour broadcast starting 
Thursday, to raise funds for the 
relief effort of the terrorist attacks 
in New York City and Washington, 
D.C. 
The overnight broadcast will 
begin Thursday at 1 p.m., and 
representatives from WFAL, 
WBGU, the BG Radio News 
Organization and BG Radio 
Sports Organization will be on 
the steps of the Education 
Building at 2 p.m., accepting 
donations and interviewing pass- 
ing students live about the 
attacks on the World Trade Center 
and the Pentagon. 
Money raised will be donated 
to the American Red Cross, 
according to Kelli Bowditch, 
Operations Manager for WFAL 
The stations aim to raise at least 
$5,000, she said. 
The group plans to schedule 
interviews with student leaders 
and athletes and is currently try- 
ing to secure an interview with 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau, Bowditch said. 
To  keep  the crowd  awake 
through the night, a disc jockey 
will play dance music for listeners 
both from the broadcasting area 
and over the airwaves from mid- 
night to 6 a.m. Tiie location of the 
broadcast through these hours 
has yet to be decided. 
The event wM return to the 
Education Buildirg's sieps at 9 
am. and will rtr ; in there until 
the event ends at 1 p.m. 
Bowditch said the fund-raiser 
will help unify the campus and 
the community. "We really want 
to open it up to everybody." she 
said. 
The stations plan to visit sever- 
al local businesses today, to hang 
flyers and to urge owners to 
broadcast the event. 
"We want to show the commu- 
nity that there are (campus) radio 
stations out there, and we are 
working for a good cause," 
Bowditch said. 
The group of stations have not 
worked together on any major 
event in Bowditch's three years at 
WFAL 
"It's uniting the radio stations, 
which is a good idea." she said. 
"We've been waiting to do some- 
thing like this." 
The immediate need for disas- 
ter relief forced the group of sta- 
tions to plan the event quickly. 
The group came up with the 
idea on Sept 14 and gave them- 
selves less than a week to prepare, 
said Andy Evans, news director 
for WBGU and WFAL 
"It would normally take a few 
weeks, and we're trying to do it in 
a few days," Evans said. 
The stations are offering air 
time to get student organizations 
involved: "If organizations want 
to help in any way, shape or form, 
we'd let them get the word out 
about their group over the air," 
she said. 
To place a donation, call 
BGRNO at 372-2354, WFAL at 
372-8658 or WBGU at 372-8657. 
Organizations wishing to partici- 
pate in the event are also encour- 
aged to call those numbers. 
The stations will accept cash, 
bursar and check donations. 
Checks are to be made out to the 
American Red Cross with "disas- 
ter relief" written on the memo 
line. 
To send a message about the 
terrorist attacks over the radio or 
to request music, listeners can 
either attend the event or call 
WFAL at 372-2418 or WBGU at 
If you sleep in a cold room, 
you are more lively to 
JrSve a bad dre 
222 
UPA 
Psychology Majors, Minors, 
and Members of Psi Chi: 
Please Join us at the 1st Meeting 
of the Undergraduate Psychology 
Association On Wednesday, Sept. 
19 at 7:00 p.m. in Room 108 of 
the Psychology Building. 
The University Bookstore 
_ in conjunction with 
-JHL- BGSU Athletics -JBJJI 
presents: 
The University Bookstore 
$250 Book Scholarship 
at each BGSU Falcon Home Football Game 
Turn in your completed entry blank by Sept. 21st at 
the University Bookstore or by the end of the 1st 
quarter at one of the 
/T     Falcon Locker Room  Tents \\ 
'Must be present to win* 
"Must have valid BGSU student ID to claim scholarship" 
"Must claim prize by the end of the 3rd quarter' 
Winners will be announced at half -time 
BGSU Falcon Football vs Temple 
Septemlw 22,2001 at 6pm 
,» — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — >-■■■■ | University Bookstore 
I   $250 Book Scholarship Entry Form 
Name (please print) 
P#. 
BGSU Falcon Football vs Temple 
Sttttflibtr 22,2101 at Cpn 
* Mutt be present to win & mutt have valid BGSU 
student ID to claim scholarship * 
BG News welcomes your 
ideas for future stories 
* 
tf 
all US at 372-6965 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
The BG Ne»i »ill not kno-infl) «irpi ed.fr 
■•■rmrrai tha ditcnmifutr or encoutjajy. ditcrtm 
injiton jfainil an. individual or flDup on ihr 
bam of iac«. lei color, (im). religion national 
onfin. tciuat onrmtna. disability, tiitwt aa a 
ittrnm. or an ihr basis at any othrt kf ally pro- 
Itxied uaigs 
National Coed Service Fraternity 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Excelling in Leadership-Friendship-Service 
Want to get involved and have fun in activities 
that are campus, city, and Nationwide? 
Find out how you can make a difference! 
Information Nights: 
Tuts. Sept. 18 - 8pm Mac North Lobby 
Wed. Sept. 19 - 8pm Kreischer-Ashley Activity Km 
Questions? Can't attend but want more information? 
Contact Brian at Dymarko@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
or 352-3821 
IK XK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK 
&KHe meet t6e cwmtett o£ 
Tuesday, September 18th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Wednesday, September 19th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Monday, September 24th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Tuesday, September 25th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Wednesday, September 26th 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm 
Any questions, please call Sarah @ 
354-8067, or the house phone @ 2-2385. 
"All parties held at the Sigma Kappa House, 
across from Harshman Quad." 
IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK 
WANTED 
Canvpus Tour Guides 
REPRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY 
BUILD YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
wBG's Finest" 
STOP IN OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS 
110 MCFALL CENTER TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
k APPLICATIONS DUE BY SP.M. ON SEPTEMBER 24T 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
(AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT. 
SET PAID TOO!) 
Bowling Green State University 
Counseling Center 
+IMAGB 
BUUIJPOSITCM^STrfWJG^ 
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
For further information or to register, 
please call 372-2081 
BGSU Counseling Cento- 
Division of Student Affairs 
320 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg. 
Free to women students, 
faculty, & 
staff 
Supported by funding from the Women's Health Secrion. Ohio Department of 
Healrh, Bureau of Healrh Pmtnorion and Risk Reduerion. and Medical Gillege 
ofOhio AHEC Program. 
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TODAY'S 
EVENTS 
TUESDAY. SEP. 18 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and 
Windows @ Willard Wankelman 
Gallery, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Personal Space: Twelve 
Contemporary Painters @ 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
NAACP Unity Publicity© 
Education Building Steps, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Homecoming ticket sales @ 
Education Building steps, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
Disaster Relief @ Education 
Building steps, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Winning the Study Game @ 213 
Moseley Hall, 3:30 p.m. 
Connections tor Learning @ 101 
Olscamp, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
NxLeveL Business Management 
Training Program @ College 
Park, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Comprehensive textbooks, work- 
books, resource guides and one- 
on-one business counseling and 
mentoring support will be avail- 
able 
Reality Job — BG @ 115 
Olscamp, 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
A panel of alumni will be present 
to answer questions on how to 
get that dream-job, co-op, or 
internship. SHRM will be meet- 
ing directly before the event at 7 
p.m. in 224 Olscamp. For ques- 
tions, call 372-2946 
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT 
If you have a campus or city 
event that you would like to have 
listed in the calendar of events, 
send an e-mail to lisabet2@hot- 
mail.com or stop by 210 West 
Hall with information on the 
event. 
The deadline is 6 p.m. the day 
before the event. Deadlines for 
the weekend edition is 6 p.m. on 
Sundays. 
'Hardball' Lands With Soft Thud 
DAVID 
LEHR 
Entertainment Writer 
Despite lowly predictions, 
"Hardball" sat atop the division 
over the weekend. It chalked up 
$9.4 million. not far off the mark 
made last week by "The 
Musketeer." Given the week's 
tragedy, many analysts expected 
this weekend to be the slowest of 
the year. It seems people needed 
an escape to the movies. 
"Hardball" continued Keanu 
Reeves' single-hit streak. Since 
"The Matrix" opened with $27.8 
million, all four of Reeves' movies 
have led off below $11.9 million. 
Playing on 2,137 screens, costars 
reminiscent of the Lil' Rascals 
batted with a $4,393 average per 
screen. Depending on word of 
mouth. "Hardball" may perform 
well, but Reeves' movies usually 
strike out. 
Lost at No. 2, the audience saw 
right through "The Glass House." 
It opened with a measly $5.7 mil- 
lion on 1,591 screens for a $3,607 
per-screen    average.    Leelee 
Sobieski received a career-high 
paycheck for "House," but if she 
did not keep her "eyes wide shut" 
for a hit movie somewhere "here 
on earth" then as "Milich's 
daughter" Sobieski might have 
"never been kissed" by a sweet 
paycheck. If you have never seen 
these movies, Leelee Sobieski 
will never top her career-high 
paycheck for "House." That's 
okay though because "a soldier's 
daughter never cries." 
In week two, Monsieur 
D'Artagnan sauntered into the 
abyss. "The Musketeer" fell 49 
percent to No. 3 with $5.5 mil- 
lion. As a niche martial-arts flick, 
most of its audience lunged at it 
in the first weekend. They held 
back very few reinforcements 
and did not have new recruits 
rendezvous with "The 
Musketeer" this weekend. With 
all $17.8 million for one, and one 
awful second week for all, "The 
Musketeer" should not collect 
more than $30 million in its run. 
The women of "Two Can Play 
That Game" inched down two 
places to No. 4. They taught men 
to behave for $4.6 million, but 
they taught it to 39 percent fewer 
people than last weekend. With 
$13.8 million total, "Two" has 
surpassed its budget and mar- 
keting costs and will turn a profit 
for Sony. 
lacking onto its new-old 
home at No. 5, "The Others" 
revealed enough secrets for $4.6 
million from movie-goers. Every 
day, analysts wait for "Others" to 
lose its screen space and experi- 
ence drops like all other movies, 
but it keeps on hiking up its total. 
With another 20 percent drop, 
"Others" has placed $73.4 mil- 
lion into its coffers, and it looks to 
become Nicole Kidman's second 
biggest hit. 
"Rush Hour 2" proved that 
"War" is good for money as it 
kept on fighting to increase its 
share of the box office. At No 6 
with $4.1 million, "Rush" has 
won $211.1 million. 
"Jeepers Creepers" will not die 
easily. Hooked into the top ten in 
its third weekend, "Creepers" 
dismembered $3.8 million of its 
audience. It dropped to No. 7, 
and after reaping $29.7 million, 
"Creepers" should die off next 
weekend. 
Coming toward the end, 
"American Pie 2" pulled $3.6 mil- 
lion out of eighth place. The suc- 
cessful sequel has scored $135.9 
million cumulative and will fall 
off the top ten next weekend. 
Rounding into the home 
stretch, "Rat Race" whipped the 
competition by dropping by 19 
percent to No. 9. With $3.6 this 
weekend and $47.7 million total, 
the "Race" is a winner. 
In the ten spot, "Rock Star" 
choked on its own vomit after 
only one week. The movie has 
tanked with $3.4 million this 
weekend and just $11 million 
overall. 
Outside of the top ten, "The 
Princess Diaries" passed over the 
$100 million threshold with 
$100,000 to spare. Though it 
slipped to No. 11, "Diaries" may 
find itself back in the top ten next 
w.t-k. 
Next week's movie is too easy a 
targn. "Glitter," with Mariah 
Carp/ or whoever she thinks she 
is) opens in clinics ... theaters 
everywhere. 
He-Man returns; revamped toys to debut before Christmas 
by Mark Menard 
uwint 
THIBODAUX La - Toy com- 
pany Mattel has decided to 
breathe new life into the hero of 
many children brought up in the 
'80s. 
This Christmas, just before his 
20th birthday, He-Man and his 
assorted friends and enemies will 
return to toy departments across 
the country. The characters have 
been completely revamped and 
retooled for a younger audience. 
The first assortment will 
include six figures. Mattel will 
update three heroic warriors — 
He-Man, his friend and mentor 
Man-At-Arms, and bird man 
Stratos. Mattel will also reintro- 
duce three evil warriors — dark 
lord Skeleton ape-like Beast Man 
and amphibious Mer-Man. 
Mattel already has second and 
third assortments planned, as 
well as an array of vehicles and 
animals. An all-new animated 
series is also on the way. But will 
Mattel be able to replicate its fan- 
tastic first-run with "the most 
powerful man in the universe"? 
In 1981. Mattel was in debt 
after backing the failed 
Intcllivision video game system. 
They needed a big hit fast and 
were looking into basing a toy line 
around the Arnold 
Schwarzenegger film "Conan the 
Barbarian." 
When it came time to test-mar- 
ket the character sketches to chil - 
dren, the kids liked a blonde- 
haired version better than the real 
Conan. Mattel decided to create 
their own character based on the 
preferred sketch and named him 
He-Man. 
The first wave, released in 1982, 
featured eight characters. On the 
side of good were He-Man, Man- 
At-Arms, Stratos and the warrior 
woman Teela 
The evil warriors were Skeleton 
Beast Man and Mer-Man. Mattel 
also created a neutral character 
named Zodac. 
One of the biggest keys to the 
toy line's success came at the end 
of 1983 from the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
The FCC reversed a landmark 
decision made in 1969. 
They had previously ruled that 
cartoon series' on television 
could not be based on toy lines. 
The FCC feared these shows 
would become 30-minute com- 
mercials. 
When the ruling was reversed 
in 1983, Mattel was poised to cap- 
italize. 
They quickly set plans in 
motion for a He-Man cartoon 
and contracted Filmation to cre- 
ate the series. 
The show was an instant hit, 
and the toy line benefited greatly. 
In 1984, Malic! sold over 55 mil- 
lion figures worldwide. Mattel 
also made another groundbreak- 
ing decision that year. 
The decision also pushed 
Masters of the Universe to the top 
of the toy heap. In 1985, its peak 
year, the line made $450 million 
in pure profit for Mattel. 
A wave of '80s nostalgia began 
sweeping across the country 
toward the end of the '90s. He- 
Man's original fans were now 
adults and looked back fondly on 
their youth. Mattel had a plan to 
cater to these fans. 
Earlier this year, Mattel re- 
released 10 original Masters of 
the Universe figures. The figures 
were pulled from the 1982 and 
1983 assortments. 
They released three "good 
guys" — He-Man, Teela and 
Man-At-Arms — and seven "bad 
guys" — Skeletor, Beast Man, 
Mer-Man, Teela's evil counterpart 
Evil Lyn, the bionicaliy-enhanced 
Trap law, thethree-eyedTri-Klops 
and the robotic He-Man impos- 
tor Faker. 
Mattel also included He-Man's 
tiger steed. Battle Cat, and the evil 
version, Panthor. 
All figures in the line were lim- 
ited editions. They immediately 
sold out, prompting Mattel to re- 
release six more characters in 
October. Then Mattel plans to 
relaunch "Masters of the 
Universe" as a children's brand 
sometime around the end of this 
year. 
VERY 
IMPORTANT! 
URSAR 
iiiTisrilii 
for Student Organizations. 
Do not miss the 
Student Organization 
Officer Advisor Workshop!!! 
Representatives of the Bursar Office will 
explain the new procedures for managing 
and accessing your organizations' budget. 
Plus lots of important information your 
organization needs to know. 
Officer Advisor Workshop 
This Tuesday, Sept. 18 
6-8 pm 
Olscamp 115 
Any questions, call the Office ol Campus Involvement ©372-2343 OWondSUMAUn 
Special Display Personals 
Show your friends, roommates & classmates 
how special they are. 
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or 
surprise someone on their Birthday! 
Great job in St. Louis! 
1             Congratulations 
T      "^fl B.^^     L^rf» i ^    ZTP 
H      leaders-you 
..^11   make the local 
sfl  ^^^1 1   chapter proud! 
2x2 = $24.00 
with picture 
provided by you! 
(Actual Size) 
1x3 = $18.00 
(Actual Size) 
reat joD at 
,' Dance Marathon! 
• Now you can rest!  • 
I Love, i 
/the Gang at Apt 2B|* 
Happy 20th 
B-Day 
ROB! 
Love, 
Elizabeth 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! 
Or call 372-6977 for more information. 
IT'S BURSARABLE! 
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 
4 Tuesday, September 18,2001 BG NEWS 
DOW DROPS TO RECORD LOWS 
NEWYORK (AP) — Ending its longest shutdown since 
the Great Depression, Wall Street resumed trading 
today: The reeling Dow Jones industrial average fin- 
ished down a record 684.81 points at 8,920.70. Its pre- 
vious record for a one-day point drop was 617.78 on 
April 14,2000; but its percentage drop of 7.1 was only 
the 14th worst ever. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
A torum of views and ideas 
OUR TAKE 
OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD 
U2... and the 6 o'clock news? 
It's the shaming of America 
hidden beneath insincere pride 
for a country. 
In the traditional American 
way, every merchandiser, auto- 
maker and media outlet is let- 
ting you know they give the 
most "All-American" support ... 
so, of course, you must buy their 
products. 
It's disgraceful. 
How dare they attempt to 
make a profit off of the terror of 
last weeks events? 
But. that's the American way. 
And the radio stations are the 
worst. 
Interspersing the screams and 
cries of the day the Twin Towers 
fell between the lyrics of U2's 
"Peace on Earth" and "Stuck in a 
Moment You Can't Get Out Of' 
sends shivers down our spines 
rather than bringing out our 
patriotic feelings. 
The lyrics of "Peace on Earth" 
are taken completely out of con- 
text. U2's Bono wrote the song 
to express his feelings about the 
1998 bombing in Omagh, 
Northern Ireland — an event pan 
of ongoing horrific events. How 
fair is it of us to grab that song 
for our own patriotic profit? 
"Stuck in a Moment You Can't 
Get Out Of," also by U2, is a trib- 
ute to INXS lead singer Michael 
Hutchence, who apparently 
committed suicide. 
For us, the wave of the flag 
and the simple stains of "God 
Bless America" is stirring 
enough. 
World is stupid, trust me 
THERESA 
MILBRODT 
Opinion Columnist 
This is the column I did not 
want to write. I'd planned 
on composing an essay about 
vegetarianism (tentative title, 
"It's a Soy. Soy, World"), but 
nooo-oooo, I have to impart my 
opinion on the impending 
national crisis I've probably 
offended some people already, 
especially with that mention of 
soy. 
I've seriously considered 
moving to Canada ever since 
last fall when the Supreme 
Court (amended motto: "We'll 
make it legal, but just this 
once.") committed a national 
disaster. Now that we've got 
George W. "Trigger Happy" Bush 
in power, he has to prove his 
merits as a Fearless Leader by 
threatening to bomb entire 
nations into the ground in order 
to avenge our dead and protect 
completely ambiguous flag- 
waving terms such as Freedom 
and lustice. 
Personally, 1 would rather 
have someone with bin Laden's 
intelligence in office than Bush 
(I am assuming, along with the 
rest of the country, that bin 
Laden is behind this tragedy 
even though he hasn't admitted 
it). Note that I DID NOT SAY 
that I wanted bin Laden as pres- 
ident. I just think it's unfair that 
their leader has an I.Q. three 
times higher than our leader. 
Bin Laden is deviously intelli- 
gent. He knows Americans, he 
knows American culture, and he 
is prepared to fight a non-tradi- 
tional war with a relatively small 
number of dedicated followers 
ready to die for their religion. 
They can jet anywhere in the 
world in a matter of hours and 
subsequently take their own 
lives along with a few thousand 
others. 
Bush's solution to this prob- 
lem seems to be the eventual 
destruction of Afghanistan, a 
country which, time and again, 
has proven that their leaders 
have little regard for anything 
not Islamic. I doubt the Taliban 
has enough power over bin 
Laden to turn him in, and even 
if they did, I doubt they would. 
These are people who seem 
much more willing to martyr 
their entire nation for a cause 
rather than betray one of their 
own. 
But forget about bin Laden 
for a moment, as we have our 
own extremists to contend with. 
Now, as during any national 
tragedy, more and more 
Americans are going out of their 
way to prove their idiocy. These 
include the defacers and fire- 
bombers of mosques, and oth- 
ers who hold any Arabic person 
they see as personally responsi- 
ble for the bombing 
This hearkens back to 60 
years ago when, in a national fit 
of panic masquerading as intel- 
ligence, we rounded up 
Americans of Japanese descent 
and stuck them in internment 
camps for a few years.1 am quite 
certain that there is a chunk of 
the American population that 
would like to do something 
along those lines to all 
Americans of Arabic descent 
right now. 
Along equally scary lines, 
lerry "Everyone-Who's-Not-A- 
Member-Of-The-Christian- 
Right-ls-Going-To-Hell?" Falwell 
was recently calling his legions 
to send him more money and 
fight the demonic forces that 
REALLY caused the bombing. 
According to Falwell, this disas- 
ter is the fault of feminists, 
pagans, gays, lesbians and abor- 
tionists Their satanic ways have 
prevented America from giving 
itself completely over to God, 
thus allowing evil influences to 
enter. 
Once schoolchildren are pray- 
ing their heads off to the 
(Christian) God, radical 
Muslims will spontaneously 
combust or shrivel up into little 
raisins. 
Bin Laden is obviously as 
good a representative for 
Muslims of the world as Falwell 
is for Christians. This is why I'm 
starting a campaign to put all of 
the radical Muslims and all of 
the radical Christians on an 
island together so they can try to 
convert/kill each other and 
leave the rest of us in peace. 
Other than that, I don't have an 
answer as to what we should do, 
but bombing Afghanistan into 
oblivion isn't going to solve 
much of anything and will yield 
many more dead bodies than 
we've seen already, none of 
which will be bin Laden's. 
America shouldn't be responsi- 
ble for instigating another 
slaughter. 
Factoid for the day — 
"Falwell" put through a spell- 
checker yields "falafel." 
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Death 
celebration 
not justified 
It is illogical to juxtapose the 
Palestinian response to the 
news of the terrorist attacks in 
New York and Washington to 
how 1 or any other American 
would react hearing that 
Saddam Hussein had been 
assassinated. While 1 might have 
a vague sense of satisfaction 
that justice had been served, it is 
highly unlikely that I or anyone 
else in this great nation would 
give our children candy bars 
and dance in the streets. Not 
only that, but to compare the 
attacks to the hypothetical 
assassination of a man who has 
tortured his own people and 
perpetrated heinous acts of 
environmental terrorism is 
insulting to the thousands of 
innocent people who died last 
Tuesday. I am certainly not 
advocating assassination as the 
means to any end, but there is 
no justification for the celebra- 
tions that occurred last week in 
the streets of Palestine. Do not 
give excuses to perpetrators of 
hate. 
HEATHER EWOLDT 
Student 
Islam has 
nothing to do 
with attack 
In light of recent events in 
America, the Muslim Students' 
Association on campus would 
like to to extend its deepest and 
SUBMISSION POLICY 
The BG News gladly prints letters to 
the Editor and Guest Columns. Letters 
should be less than 300 words and 
Guest Columns can be 500 to 700 
most sincere sympathies to the 
American public. Our thoughts 
and prayers are with the fami- 
lies, friends and loved ones of 
those who have been injured 
and those who have died, and 
we join with all Americans in 
calling for the swift apprehen- 
sion and punishment of the 
perpetrators of these crimes 
against humanity. 
While most Americans under- 
stand that Islam has nothing to 
do with the attacks, we would 
like to emphasize again that 
there is no verse in the Quran 
(Islam's holy book the ultimate 
source of authorities) that can 
be used to justify or support 
these acts; rather, the Quran 
condemns both the notions of 
suicide and attacking civilians. 
As such, we would like to 
express our appreciation of the 
continued professionalism that 
most students on campus and 
the community at large have 
displayed at this time of height- 
ened emotions. May we all 
stand together through these 
hard times to promote peace 
and love over violence and hate. 
I0HN LOVELACE 
Student 
bin La dan 
taking away 
freedom 
I would like to comment on 
the recent rhetoric I've been 
hearing on and off campus 
involving America's involvement 
with the Middle East and the 
terrorist attacks. I have began 
hearing such phrases as, 
"America should have known 
words. Name, phone number and 
address should be Included for verifica- 
tion. All submissions may be edited for 
length and clarity. Personal attacks and 
anonymous submissions will not be 
better,'' and "We got what was 
coming," these phrases coming 
from certain professors who 
appear to be justifying the 
actions of the tenorists. I think 
this is outrageous that some 
people have become so out of 
touch that they can actually 
think America is to blame for 
this affair. In fact, I'm outraged 
by the general Relativist PC 
movement that seems to be 
turning criminals into victims, 
and victims into criminals. 
It is evident that our foreign 
affairs with other countries, 
especially those with the Middle 
East, has been sought to protect 
the freedoms of those who may 
not be able to protect them- 
selves. While leaders like bin 
Laden may be offended that 
America had stepped in to stop 
aggressions against freedom, 
surely terrorists are not justified 
in attacking America. Bin 
Laden's intentions are wrong 
plain and simple, for any action 
that takes away the freedom of 
others. 
Therefore, America had every 
right to become an aggressor, 
and now has every right to fight 
a war. Even had we truly 
deserved such an attack, paci- 
fism would be an ignorant 
means to resolve the conflict. 
Simply slapping terrorists on the 
hand wonY stop their progress. 
These people do not deal with 
words, but with aggression. It's 
the only thing they know, and 
it's the only way to fight them. 
So, I apologize to all the 
touchy feely sympathetics out 
there, but I would hate to see 
bin Laden become another 
Andrea Yates. I do not feel their 
pain. 
STEVE CAVIHS 
Student 
printed. Send submissions to the 
Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or 
bgnews@tislproc.bgsu.edu. 
with the subject line "letter to 
the editor" or "guest column.* 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
How has the terrorist attacks impacted your life? 
KELLI BOWDITCH 
SENIOR 
"It made me value what I 
have." 
LAURIE BERKS 
SOPHOMORE 
"It made me see how 
patriotic our country is." 
NICK MOORE 
JUNIOR 
"It concerns me for the 
future of our country," 
BILL RAINS 
JUNIOR 
"Not nearly as much as it 
impacted those in NYC." 
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15 years end; WTO accepts China 
try Clare Nullis 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
GENEVA — Negotiators 
agreed yesterday to terms allow- 
ing China to join the Wforld Trade 
Organization, hailing the agree- 
ment as a signal of confidence in 
a global economy battered by 
terrorism in the United States 
and fears of recession. 
Concluding 15 years of often 
acrimonious talks, Chinese 
negotiator Long Yongtu said 
Chinese accession to the power- 
ful trade club would be an "all- 
win situation" unleashing the 
huge purchasing power of 1.2 bil- 
lion Chinese and leading to a vast 
open market 
U.S. Trade Representative 
Robert B. Zoellick also praised 
the agreement. 
"Today's decision ... will 
strengthen the global economy," 
he said in a statement issued in 
Washington. 
"China has made a firm com- 
mitment to the rest of the world 
lo open its markets and adhere to 
international, market-based 
rules, which will help American 
workers, consumers, farmers 
and exporters," he said. 
A deal was reached in the early 
hours of Saturday at an "infor- 
mal" meeting of the 142-nation 
body. The agreement was rub- 
ber-stamped Monday afternoon 
at a formal session of the team 
handling China at WTO's head- 
quarters in Geneva. 
It is due to be adopted at a 
meeting of trade ministers 
scheduled for Qatar in 
November. WTO Director- 
General Mike Moore said at a 
news conference that the organi- 
zation continued to prepare for 
the session despite security fears. 
China's own legislature would 
then have to approve the 1,000- 
page text, clearing the way to join 
some time early next year. 
Once a full member, China will 
have to abide by international 
trade rules, creating a more sta- 
ble climate for commerce. It will 
have to open previously protect- 
ed sectors like agriculture to out- 
side competition and cut 
through its bewildering web of 
bureaucratic regulation. In 
return, it will win more chances 
than ever before to capture for- 
eign markets. 
In a reminder of how intercon- 
nected the world has become, 
chief U.S. negotiator leffrey 
Bader devoted much of his 
speech to reading the long list of 
countries whose citizens per- 
ished in last Tuesday's jetliner 
attacks on the World Trade 
Center. 
"At a time of the most pro- 
found national sorrow, com- 
bined with determination and 
resolve to defeat the deadly men- 
ace of terrorism, the United 
States government will not 
neglect its other interests," Bader 
said. "This week's decision on 
China's WTO entry demonstrates 
that." 
UPCOMING CO 
SERVICE EVENTS^ 
Perfect Opportunity for 
Student Organizations, Service Organizations, 
Residence Floors, Honorary Organizations, 
Greek Organizations, & 
Individual Students to perform valuable service 
to the community. 
Date Time Location 
Wednesday 9/19 9:15 pm Olscamp 104 
Saturday 9/22 9:00 am - 3:00 pm        Ed B ldg 115/ 
Various Sites 
Hittin* the Road Service Day 
This service Day is part of the BIG Fall Welcome - everyone is invited; Groups and Individuals! 
Events include: 
Seed Collecting for the Park District 
Labelling project at the Food Bank 
Stewardship project at Metroparks of Toledo 
Swimming and cycling events with Special Olympics & More! 
Event 
Service Info Session 
Hittin' the Road - Service Day 
Please RSVP ro Pere Lafferty-372-2343; 
pwlafte@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
by Wednesday. 9/19 (Meals included!) 
• Look for Calendars & Volunteer Directories around Campus & available 
at the Office of Campus Involvement! 
For more information contact: 
Pete Ijxfferty, Office oj Campus Involvement   204 South Hall  372-2J43   pwlaffc@bgnelbgsu.edu 
I 
Office of     H 
TvoTvement 
DMscndSliMAtan 
we throw all kinds of 
[obstacles] at you. 
tuition isn't one of them. 
Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With obstacles like these in your way, 
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can 
get a 2- or 3-year Army ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the lonn 
haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future. 
An IWIY   ROTC   Unlike any other college course you can take. 
m 
BGSU Army ROTC 
For information call 372-2476 
GUNS. FROM PAGE 1 
"If there's the loss of a right, why 
isn't it a felony?" Waldron said, 
"There's no doubt in my mind 
that it will reach the Supreme 
Court." 
Also on the agenda for the 
conference is the McCain- 
1 jeberman gun show bill. 
The legislation is a bi-partisan 
effort between Senators lohn 
McCain and Joseph Lieberman 
to tighten gun show laws, includ- 
ing vendor licensing and back- 
ground checks for buyers. 
The National Association 
Advancement of Colored People, 
Presbyterian Church and 
Consumer Federation of 
America, among others, 
expressed opposition to the bill 
with complaints ranging from 
intrusive background checks to 
incomplete searches of the 
buyer's past. 
Also, the federal government's 
involvement in licensing for 
each show and vendor has been 
contested. 
The conference will address 
the SAP's lawsuit against the city 
of Cincinnati and concealed 
weapon reform as well. 
Due to the recent terrorist 
attacks on America, there will be 
other issues on the floor not pre- 
viously planned. 
lenniier Holder, informational 
contact for the conference, rec- 
ognized that, "We may have to 
forgo some of our liberties to 
protect ourselves against terror- 
ism." 
HEW YEAR, FROM PAGE 1 
would come," said Yossi Cohen, 
34, a stall owner in the Jerusalem 
market. "It didn't." 
Gazing at the trickle of shop- 
pers, Cohen complained that 
fewer people are coming to shop. 
"Peace, we won't have with (the 
Palestinians.) I wish we could. But 
I don't think there is a solution." 
During a New Year's survey last 
year, 2 percent of Israelis felt that 
Sharon, then an opposition 
leader, should be named "Man of 
the Year." This year, he received 22 
percent of the vote, or 9 percent 
more than his closest rival, Israeli 
soccer player Haim Ravivo. 
Former left-wing Israeli Prime 
Minister Ehud Barak, who offered 
unprecedented concessions in an 
are-npi to reach a peace deal 
with the Palestinians, led the "dis- 
appoiiitment of the year" catego- 
ry, v l.i 34 percent of the votes, 
acco ding to a Gallup poll in the 
Maariv daily. 
The poll questioned 596 people 
and had a margin of error of plus 
or minus 4.5 percentage points. 
THE BLOTTER 
Friday 
Robert D Reamsnyder was cited for 
illegal speed 
Natalie A Ramirez was cited lor 
illegal speed and possession ot drug 
paraphernalia 
An 18-inch gold diamond cut neck- 
lace with lesus and virgin Mary 
medallion was reported stolen Total 
value is $600. 
Andrew I Dickey was cited for ille- 
gal speed 
Golf clubs valued at more than 
$2,000 were reported stolen from a 
vehicle 
Francis A Minion of Loveland. Ohio, 
was arrested for open container, disor- 
derly conduct while intoxicated and 
public indecency Minion, 22, will 
appear in court on Sept 24. 
Saturday 
Michael L Hand was cited for disor- 
derly conduct — public urination. 
James E Moore was cited for open 
container. 
Roger Conrad Leonard was cited for 
OUI and willful wanton disregard for 
safety 
Ernest W. Torres was cited for fail- 
ure to wear a seat belt. 
Jennifer A Oakes was cited for fail- 
ure to wear a seat belt. 
Sunday 
Joseph J. Brewer, of Genoa, Ohio, 
was arrested for criminal trespassing. 
Brewer, 19. was lodged at the Wood 
County Justice Center on a $2,500 
bond. 
Stephen J. Simok was cited for 
assault. 
Marquis A. Goings Jr. of Paulding. 
Ohio, was arrested for assault Goings. 
19, was lodged at the Wood County 
Justice Center on a $10,000 bond. 
An illuminated Domino's sign was 
reported stolen from atop a delivery 
vehicle while driver was making a 
delivery. The sign is valued at $150. 
William Frank Holland, was arrested 
for drug paraphernalia, drug abuse 
and open container Holland. 53. was 
scheduled to appear in court yester- 
day. 
A residence was reported broken 
into by curling through screen and 
forcing window open. Reported miss- 
ing was a VCR, Gateway computer 
tower, DVD player, sapphire nng and 
cash. A pet rabbit was missing from 
its cage and found alive in the freezer. 
A Verizon cell phone was reported 
missing from Sky Bar 
Jason L Budai of Bowling Green, 
was arrested on an outstanding war- 
rant from Monroe, Michigan. Budai, 
24, was held at the Wood County 
Justice Center awaiting extradition. 
Fernando Zavala-Raya of Bowling 
Green, was arrested for OUT; failure to 
wear a seat belt; and forfeiture and 
willful wanton disregard for safety — 
private property. Zavala-Raya, 23, was 
held at the Wood County Justice Center 
on $6,250 bond and his operating 
license confiscated 
fne averase perron has 
'over 1»¥60 dreaivij a year* 
Swee* t>reai»s!U 
SCHOLARSHIP Announcements 
HARRY V. FRANKFATHERS SCHOLARSHIP 
Deadline: October 12.2001 
The Harry V. Frankfather Scholarship was established to recognize Bowling 
Green Stale University students who are employed as a means to assist with 
their educational expenses There will be thirteen $3000 awards for the 
2001-2002 academic year. 
Students meeting the following criteria arc encouraged lo apply 
■Sophomore, junior, senior at BGSU. 
•Full-time undergraduate enrolled for 12 or more 
semester credit hours 
•Minimum cumulative GPA of 3-0. 
•Have a 2001 -2002 Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) on file in the Student Financial Aid (SFA) Office. 
•Employed at least 10 hours per week for pay cither 
on or off campus 
•Verification of employment and hours worked required. 
Applications are available in the Office of Student Employment at 3I5A 
Saddlemirc Student Services Bldg or the SFA Office 
EDWIN L. MOSELEY SCHOLARSHIP 
Deadline. October 12. 2001 
Dr. Edwin L. Moseley made this scholarship available through his estate 
because of his commitment to education. His intent was to financially assist 
students who demonstrate a degree of scholarship and moral character. There 
will be seventeen $3000 awards for the 2001-2002 academic year 
BGSU students who meet the following criteria arc encouraged to apply: 
- •Sophomore, junior, senior with at least 30 BGSU credit noun 
•Graduate students 
•Demonstrated financial need for the award year that the 
scholarship is being offered. (2001-2002 FAFSA on file) 
•Cumulatiave BGSU GPA 3 0 or higher for undergraduates/ 
cumulative BGSU 3.4 or higher for graduate students. 
•Submit a personal statement (500 words or less) which 
describes any contributions to the community and/or 
society that have been made, and the educational value 
received from these experiences. 
•Submit two letters of recommendations from BGSU 
faculty or administrators. 
DR. JEANNETTE C. DANIELSON SAMPATACOS SCHOLARSHIP 
Deadline   September 28. 2001 
Scholarship applications arc still being accepted for the 2002 Spring 
semester award for the Dr. Jcannctte C. Danielson Sampatacos 
Scholarship   This scholarship^ open to female BGSU 
students over the age of 25. There will be four undergaduate awards (one 
at each academic level), and one graduate level award, each for $2500. 
Students who meet the following criteria are encouraged to apply: 
•Female 
•Cumulative BGSU GPA of 3.2 
•At least 25 years of age 
•Full-time student with a minimum of 8 semester credit 
hours for graduate students and 12 semester credit 
hours for undergraduate students 
c 
• Applications are available on-line ai (he SFA website ht>y7/www.hg«u«tutafficr,siiit 
or on display outside the SFA Office. 231 Administration Bldg. 
■ Scholarship applications may be faxed to (419)372-0404, or mailed to 
231 Administration Bldg. Bowling Green State University. Bowling Green. OH 43403. 
BGNEWS 
SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
Driver killed in race 
FREMONT. Ohio (AP)—A sprint 
car driver was killed during a 
race when he slammed into a 
concrete wall. 
Jim Deel, 53, was making just 
his second start in a sprint car 
when he died Saturday night at 
the Sandusky County 
Fairgrounds, his family said. 
He lost control on a rum and 
hit the wall. It wasn't clear why 
he crashed, family members 
said. 
Deel, of Green Springs, had 
raced drag cars for about 25 
years, his wife Linda said. 
Race promoter Jim Ford said 
Deel's family helped him build 
and maintain his car. 
"Racing was something he 
wanted to do all his life," Ford 
said. "He just loved it." 
Sports in 
perspective 
of a nation's 
tragedy 
Dan 
Nied  
Guest writer 
Last weekend nothing hap- 
pened. 
Simply enough, the volleyball 
team cancelled its trip to 
Valparaiso, the football team did- 
n't travel to South Carolina to 
take on the Gamecocks. Neither 
men's nor women soccer played 
a match. 
No athlete in this country 
broke a sweat on the playing field 
last weekend, no coach lost his 
voice screaming at his players. All 
because, in wake of Tuesday's 
senseless tragedies, things like 
volleyball and football don't mat- 
ter much. Recreation doesn't 
matter much when your entire 
country is in jeopardy, when your 
way of life is threatened. When 
that happens sports are exposed 
for what they really are: events 
lionized by a territorial sense of 
pride. 
Would we have liked to see 
how the Falcons faired against 
South Carolina? Sure, but would 
it have brought one victim back 
from the ruble of the world trade 
center? No. 
So this week, as the nation's 
and the University's sports get 
back on track, remember that 
these are just games. If the foot- 
ball team beats Temple this week 
100-0 it won't mean a thing. 
These are just diversions. These 
sports are drugs that make you 
forget the perils of life. And most 
times they are incredibly effec- 
tive and necessary for the junkie. 
But in a time like this we must 
remember that all they can do is 
distract us from the real prob- 
lems of 5,000 people missing at 
the World Trade Center and the 
appearance of imminent war 
against a crazy mountain man in 
Afghanistan. I'll be more than 
happy if the football team knocks 
off Temple Saturday, but the 
images of planes flying into sky- 
scrapers will still mean more to 
me than anything a football 
game can produce. 
Szczerbiak 
to have his 
number 
retired 
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) — Wally 
) Szczerbiak. who led the Miami 
(Ohio) basketball team to the 
i round of 16 in the 1999 NCAA 
| tournament, will have his No. 32 
jersey retired Saturday. 
The school is planning a cere- 
mony for halftime of the 
RedHawks' football game 
against Cincinnati. 
"This is a great honor," said 
Szczerbiak. who now plays with 
the NBA's Minnesota 
Timberwolves. "I'm looking for- 
ward to the day and having my 
family and friends and some of 
my teammates there with me." 
Szczerbiak's Miami team beat 
Washington and Utah in 1999 
NCAA tournament, the first 
time the RedHawks won two 
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ALL SEEKING EYE: A security guard keeps a lookout in New York's Shea Stadium. 
Security to get tighter 
From NASCAR to 
baseball to football, 
security will be 
increased to ensure 
safety at sporting 
events. 
by Chris Sheridan 
IHE  ASSOCIAUO PRESS 
No coolers will be allowed at 
NASCAR's race. Backpacks and 
briefcases will be searched at 
hockey games. Football fans will 
be asked to arrive early. Even the 
Goodyear blimp might not fly. 
On the ground, in the sky, at 
stadium entrances and among 
tailgaters, security will be 
increased this week as football, 
hockey, auto racing and other 
sports resume. 
Baseball returned Monday 
night for the first rime since ter- 
rorists attacked New York and 
Washington on Sept 11. New 
security rules were in effect for 
all six games, including a ban on 
coolers, backpacks, large bags 
and parking within 100 feet of 
the ballparks. 
At colleges with large stadi- 
ums, fans were warned to be 
ready for heightened scrutiny. 
The University of Michigan is 
expecting a crowd of 110,000 for 
its game against Western 
Michigan. 
"Our fans should expect 
some possible delays, especially 
if they continue to come in at 
the last minute," said Bill Bess, 
U. of M.'s director of public 
safety. "We would like fans to get 
in the stadium sooner than they 
have in the past." 
Every bag brought into the 
stadium will be subject to 
search, and other measures are 
being taken, although universi- 
ty officials declined to elaborate. 
Several schools were working 
with the Federal Aviation 
Administration to stop air- 
planes from flying near stadi- 
ums, especially planes dragging 
advertisements. 
Shutting down that airspace 
could mean a temporary end to 
a familiar sight. 
The Goodyear Tire and 
Rubber Co. planned to send its 
blimps to the Wisconsin-Penn 
State an Ohio State-UCLA 
games, along with the Detroit- 
Cleveland NFL. game. 
"We're    waiting    at    the 
moment   for  clearance.  As 
always, we will cooperate with 
aviation authorities," Goodyear 
spokeswoman Jennifer Arnold 
said. 
Dover Downs officials said 
Monday that fans will not be 
allowed to bring coolers, back- 
packs or large bags onto the 
race track grounds Sunday for 
NASCAR's MBNA.com 400 
Winston Cup race. In conjunc- 
tion with the move, the track is 
reducing the price of conces- 
sions to compensate fans. 
"While we regret that we have 
to step up our security mea- 
sures to this extent, it is, at this 
time, completely neoessary," 
said Denis McGlynn, Dover 
Downs' president and CEO. 
"We don't know how long the 
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Ohio State up 
next for BG 
UrtunkuNeBGNnn 
READY TO ATTACK: BG defender Kasey Freeman closes in on the 
ball in a recent match against Samford. Freeman and the Falcons 
will take on Ohio State today in Columbus. 
by M Hammond 
THE BG NEKS 
At some point, everywhere 
in the country, life has to return 
to normalcy. That point is 
today for the BG women's soc- 
cer team, as they resume play 
with a match in the state capi- 
tal against Ohio State 
The Falcons have not played 
in nine days, with their last 
action coming last 
Sunday in a 2-2 marathon 
against their arch-rival Toledo 
That match seems much- 
longer than a week ago to 
many, however, and for obvi- 
ous reasons. 
"We have to be respectful to 
what has happened, of 
course," said head coach Andy 
Richards. "The players have 
had that period of mourning, 
and 1 think the time off has 
done a lot to help us take in 
what has happened. I don't 
think it will ever be forgotten, 
but we have to move on and do 
our job now." 
The games do have to go on, 
however, and the Falcons are 
in a sticky situation due to the 
cancellations. The team is in 
Columbus today, then travels 
to Ubertyville, 111. to take on the 
Cyclones of Iowa State on 
Friday. Buffalo then invades 
BG on Sunday, for the Falcons' 
only home match in the next 
two weeks. 
Two MAC contests away 
from Cochrane Field follow, at 
Northern Illinois and Western 
Michigan. 
"We have to count on play- 
ing three matches a week from 
here on out," said Richards. 
"It'll be a tough little stretch 
these next two weeks or so, but 
our main focus is on Ohio State 
right now. After Tuesday, we'll 
worry about those other 
teams." 
BG's tie against Toledo and 
victory over Samford last 
weekend upped the team's 
record to 2-0-2. Freshman for- 
ward Kristy Coppes netted her 
second and third goals of the 
season, and goalkeeper Erika 
Flanders posted her second 
shutout of the season against 
Samford. The Falcons had a 
chance to beat Toledo, but lost 
their 2-1 lead on a late goal by 
the Rockets. 
Ohio State goes into the 
match at 3-1 on the young sea- 
soa They split a pair of games 
in Storrs, Conn, last weekend, 
defeating previously-ninth- 
ranked Connecticut 2-1, but 
0SU.PAGE2 
Runners 
finish 
2nd at 
meet 
by Nick Hurm 
THE BG NEKS 
Bowling Green athletics were 
not completely shut out this 
weekend due to cancellations 
from Tuesday's terrorist attacks. 
The BG men and women's 
cross country hosted the 2001 
Mel Brodt Invitational, which 
11 teams from around the Ohio 
region participated in. Some 
schools scheduled to race, 
including Akron, Dayton and 
Youngstown State chose not to 
make the trip. 
For some runners, the 
Invitational was more than just 
a race, it was also a statement 
and a heartfelt gesture of sup- 
port. 
"With the attack, I think the 
terrorists want us to be scared," 
BG freshman Melissa Krueger 
said. "We're upset with what 
happened, but we had to just 
pick up and go. Running helps 
us get away from things. Our 
prayers are with the victims 
families of the attack." 
Running is about focus 
though, so both teams had to 
put aside their thoughts and 
concentrate on the race ahead. 
The concentration helped. 
Both Falcon team raced to sec- 
ond place finishes in the event 
led by strong individual perfor- 
mances by BG runners. The 
Falcon men expressed some 
disappointed of a second place 
finish at their home meet since 
they won the event last year. 
The team Finished with a 
total of 70 points. Malone won 
the Invitational with a score of 
33 points. Senior Tom Kutter 
led the way for BG, finishing in 
a time of 25:00.64, good 
enough for third place. 
Malone's Daniel Kibungei won 
the race in a time of 24:51.38. 
Last year's winner was slower 
than both Kibungei and Kutter, 
recording a time of 25:18. 
Sophomore Justin Perez ran 
over a minute faster than he did 
in last year's race for a sixth 
place finish (25:35.55). 
"We were a little disappoint- 
ed," sophomore Justin Perez 
said. "It's early in the season 
and this gave us the opportuni- 
ty to work out the kinks." 
Some of those kinks were 
also injury related. Freshman 
Grant Shadden, who won the 
meet at the previous week's 
meet against Ohio, injured his 
hip during the race, resulting in 
a 20th place finish Saturday. 
The BG women's team 
improved from last year's third 
place finish to second. Junior 
Joy Echler led the pace for the 
Falcons, finishing second with 
a time of 18:14. Xavier's Kerry 
Hil beat out her 91 competitors 
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LEADING THE PACK BG 
senior Joy Echler races to sec- 
ond place Saturday. 
8 Tuesday. September 18,2001 SMKTS B6 NEWS 
Searches ordered 
SECURITY, FROM PAGE 6 
changes will have to be in place. 
Bui given the events of the past 
seven days, we think it is of the 
highest importance that this race 
takes place in a completely safe 
manner." 
The first sporting event in the 
nation's capital since the terrorist 
attacks on the World Trade 
Center and Pentagon will be 
Tuesday night's NHL exhibition 
game between the Capitals and 
Philadelphia Flyers. 
"As always, we will follow the 
lead of the FBI, Secret Service, 
Metropolitan Police and other 
agencies," said Matt Williams, 
spokesman for Washington 
Sports and Entertainment. "Fans 
will see an increased presence at 
the arena entrances. However, 
many security measures are 
never seen by patrons." 
College football will not have a 
blanket set of security rules. 
"With 976 different institu- 
tions, it is difficult to make poli- 
cies that are applicable to the 
broad membership," NCAA 
spokesman Wally Rcnfro said. 
"Security is an issue for most 
schools every week, but when 
you're dealing with circum- 
stances that defy logic, it puts a 
whole new perspective on what 
precautions you need to take." 
Nebraska's game against Rice 
was pushed back to 8:30 p.m. 
F.DT Thursday for a smoother 
adjustment to the school's first 
weeknight home game. 
A thorough search is planned 
for all parts of the stadium. 
Parking is no longer permitted 
under the stadium and all deliv- 
eries are being inspected. 
Fans carrying coolers, umbrel- 
las and bags larger than a purse 
will be turned away. If it's cold, 
bulky winter coats and blankets 
will be allowed in only after they 
are searched. 
Thursday night's first college 
football game — South Carolina 
at Mississippi State — will have 
"strong" stadium restrictions in 
place, said MSI) Associate 
Athletic Director Duncan 
McKenzie. 
Noisemakers will be prohibit- 
ed in the Starkville, Miss., stadi- 
um, and police will restrict park- 
ing. Authorities do not plan to 
install metal detectors, McKenzie 
said. 
Perhaps no team will feel quite 
as safe as the NFIJs Cleveland 
Browns, whose security director, 
Lew Merletti, is the former head 
of the Secret Service and served 
under Presidents Reagan, Bush 
and Clinton. 
"We couldn't ask for a better 
scenario from the standpoint of 
security," coach Butch Davis said. 
"There isn't a team in the 
league that h.is better access to 
individuals that know more 
about security." 
Meet times drop 
SECOND PUCE. FROM PAGE 6 
with a time of 17:56. BG senior 
Sarah Lohbach finished seventh 
(18:57) and Krueger finished 
14th in a time of 19:15. 
"The mood after the race was 
wonderful," Krueger said. "It 
was great to pull together as a 
team. We were happy to see that 
everybody dropped their time 
or came close to it from the last 
meet." 
Both teams are scheduled to 
have the week off before head- 
ing to The Meet of Champions 
Saturday Sept. 29. 
In Ohio, it is against the law to 
fish for whales on Sunday and to 
get a fish drunk. 
Grubb leads 
team with 7 
points overall 
OSU, FROM PAGE 6 
then fell to Boston College by a 3- 
1 count. Freshman Lisa Grubb, 
from Portage, Mich., leads the 
team with seven points on the 
season. 
"We don't know a lot about 
them," said Richards, "but you 
can expect them to be talented, 
fast, big and quite physical, I'm 
quite excited to play them, 
because of our success against 
Michigan State earlier this year. 
That should give us some confi- 
dence heading into the match." 
The Falcons played to a tie 
against the Spartans earlier in the 
season, a game in which they 
were outshot by Mich. St. 29-3 
and Flanders made a school- 
record 17 saves. 
"These Big 10 teams are quite 
alike, in that they all have superi- 
or athletes 
and come to play every game," 
said Richards. 
In other women's soccer notes, 
Youngstown State's trip to 
Cochrane Field has been pushed 
back to Wed., Oct. 3 at 3:30, while 
Wright State's trek to BG has been 
moved to Tues., Oct. 9, also at 
3:30. 
Szczerbiak is 
fifth player to 
receive honor 
RETIRED, PAGE 6/ 
games in the NCAA tournament. 
Miami lost in the third round 
to defending national champion 
Kentucky. Szczerbiak scored 90 
points in the three games. 
Szczerbiak ranks second 
behind Ron Harper on Miami's 
career scoring list with 1,847 
points. He's also the school's 
career leader in 3-point field 
goal percentage (.431) and set 
the school's single-season scor- 
ing mark with 775 points in 
1998-99. 
He is the fifth men's basketball 
player at Miami to have his 
number retired. 
2 MILLION INVESTORS. 
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE. 
1 WEIRD NAME. 
TIAA-CREF has a long hjstory ot managing portfolios tor the world's sharpest minds. 
Contact us tor ideas, strategies, and, at the very least, proper pronunciation. 
TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2888 
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Make M NEWS 
YOUR 
Newspaper 
Share your insight, creativi- 
ty, ideas and opinions with 
the Campus Community. 
The BG News is now 
accepting applications for 
summer and fall volunteers: 
• Applications are available in 210 or 
204 West Hall. 
• Interviews for editors will be held 
starting on Monday, May 6. 
• All other applications due Friday, 
May 4. 
• All other interviews will be held 
starting on Tuesday, May 7. 
Reporters 
Web Staff 
Staff Editors 
Copy Editors 
Opinion Columnist 
Photographers 
Graphic Designers 
Contact: AmyJo Brown 
amyjobr@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
BGSU    FALCONS 
Falcons vs. Temple 
Doyt Perry Stadium 
Saturday, September 22nd 6:00 pm 
Students Admitted FREE 
With Valid BGSU ID 
Present your valid BGSU ID at the Student Ticket 
Gate on the West Side of Doyt Perry Stadium.. 
Q Night Flights Under the Lights. 
> The first 10.000 fans in 
attendance at the game 
will receive a BGSU Fan 
Pom Pom compliments of 
the University Bookstore 
► University Bookstore book 
scholarship raffle 
www.bgsufalcons.com 
i Be there for a chance to 
win round trip airline tickets 
tor a spring break getaway 
courtesy of USG 
Spirits 
IP        O        I        M 
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GOT SPIRIT?? 
IF SO, WE ARE LOOKING FOR 
YOU! YOUR GROUP CAN EARN 
SPIRIT POINTS AND COMPETE 
FOR A GRAND CASH PRIZE! 
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO: 
1.) CHOOSE A HOMECOMING 
REPRESENTATIVE 
2.) HAVE THEM ATTEND THE 
MEETIHC 
SEPT. 18 @ 9PM 
219 OLSCAMP 
QUESTIONS? email: 
humpd@bgnet.bgsu.eeiu 
The 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
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Travel Personals 
Coast Vacations wants to send you 
on Spring Break to Cancun. the Ba- 
hamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR 
FREE! To find out how. call 1-888- 
777-4642 or e-mail 
salesasuncoastvacatjonscom 
Women's Wellneu Group 
Learn now to live a balanced lite! 
Meeting are held on Thursday's 
beginning September 27. For more 
information call the Wellness Con- 
nection at 372-9355 by September 
21.2001 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
Campus Events Services Offered Wanted 
APICS 
Mtg. Tues.. Olsc. 104 @ 7:30pm 
"Reality Job BG" Olsc. 115 9 8pm 
APICS/NAPM joint dinner mtg. 
Thurs. 5:30 pm @ Ice Arena Lounge 
EDUCATION ABROAD 
INFORMATIONAL SESSION 
Come learn about the many study, 
travel, volunteer and work abroad 
opportunities available to you! The 
session will be held on Wednesday, 
September 19 Irom 7:00-8:00 p.m. 
in 215 Olscamp Hall. Call 372-0309 
with questions. 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
Male or female roommate needed 
ASAP. 
353-2198. 
Personals 
Help Wanted 
Travel 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Flori- 
da. Now hiring Campus Reps. 
1 -800-234-7007 
endlesssummertours.com 
•"Act Now! Guarantee the best 
Sprins-Break PriEHLSouth Padre. 
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, Aca- 
puico, Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps 
needed...Travel Free, EarnSSS 
Group Discounts For 6*. 800-838- 
B203Awww.leisuretours.com 
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS. 
Americas «1 Student Tour Operator 
to Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas or 
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to 
earn cash and tree trips. Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849 
or www.ststravel.com 
WINTER AND 
SPRING BREAK 
BEACH & SKI TRIPS 
DONT DELAY! 
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM 
1-800-SUNCHASE 
Come meet the women ot Sigma 
Kappa. Tuesday, September 18th, 
8-8:45 or 9-9:45 PM. Questions, call 
Sarah 354-8067. 
NOTICE 
The Bowling Green State University 
("BGSU") Chapter ot Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon Fraternity ("Fraternity") was 
suspended by its National Organiza- 
tion and is not currently operating at 
BGSU. Any individuals holding 
themselves out at BGSU as active 
members ot the Fraternity are doing 
so improperly and may be subject to 
legal action. Anyone who pledges 
this inactive group is doing so at 
their own risk and will not be 
recognized as such by the 
Fraternity or BGSU. 
BGSU SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
QMMAMAUAMA 
Do you en|oy helping others and 
spending time with friends? Have 
you always wanted to be Involved 
in a sorority but couldn't afford to? 
How about joining the sisters  of 
Omega Phi Alpha!  Find out more 
about us at our Information Nights: 
•-All Info Nights begin at 9:30 pm. 
Sept. 13 Founders Keepers 
Otfenhauer West 
Conference Room 
Sept. 17 Harshman Activity Room 
Sept. 19 Kohl Locked Lounge 
MacDonald West Lounge 
U<t>A Q*A QtA OCA Q*A 
$40 per day. 2-6pm: Mon's & Fri's. 
Sat 11-3. Paper route sub needed, 
now & then. Need reliable car. 352- 
4636. 
Attention: Semester Work 
Continue working through fall se- 
mester. $14.15 base-appt, guaran- 
teed starting pay. Fun work environ- 
ment w/other students. 10- 
40/hrs./wk. around classes. 
Coops/Scholarships awarded, con- 
ditions exist Customer 
service/sales, no telemarketing, no 
door-to-door sales. No experience 
necessary, we train Must have posi- 
tive attitude & good people skills 
Call Mon.-Fri. 9a-6p, Sat. 11-3. 
874-1327 
www.workforstudents.com/np. 
Babysitter needed PT. Tues/Thurs 
afternoons and occasional mornings 
in BG for 2 boys, ages 8 and 11 
353-3216 
HOTEL PERSONNEL 
The Hilton Toledo is currently seek- 
ing individuals for the following posi- 
tions: 
Night Auditor 
Room Attendants 
PM Cook 
Dishwasher 
General Maintenance 
Banquet Servers, 
Flexible schedules. Free parking. 
Bus line accessible. Free employee 
meais. Discounted hotel rooms. Ap- 
ply in person to the Hilton Toledo, 
3100 Glendale Ave. EOE. 
1 Baby lion 
2 Chem suffix 
3 humbug! 
4 Mesmerized 
5 Cancel, annul 
6 Myself 
7 Mischievous child 
8 Changed color 
9 Female suffix 
10 Period subdivision (pref) 
11 Room for relaxation 
16 Petroleum 
18 Fast 
20_Vegas 
22 Spring flower 
23 Angry 
24 Public announcement 
26 43,560 sq.ft. 
28 Away from (Let pref.) 
29 Using the son palate 
30 Changes 
32 Completed 
Across 
Taxi 
Damp; muggy 
9 Finis 
12 America (abbr.) 
13 Foe 
14 Look 
15 Lo 
17 Being 
19 Image: hero 
21 Prosecuting lawyer (abbr 
22 Clock face 
25 Drinker's group (abbr) 
27 Tar 
31 Person who does somethi 
32 Related: explained 
35 Midwest state (abbr.) 
36 Concealed 
37Cokx 
38 1/3 mile (Chinese) 
39 Astride 
42 Head cover 
43 Calendar meesuremcnt 
44 You (archaic) 
45 Lofty pose 
46 Elevated train 
48 Trickle 
31 Vertically set window 
55 Plan; expect 
59 Tropical Amer bird 
60 Rover 
)   62 Hawaiian food 
63 Man (pi.) 
64 Covered with scales 
65 Native (suf) 
ing to excess (suf) 
Whirlpool 
Judicial point 
Moslem wives 
Egyptian sun god 
Ahead in a race 
Greeting 
Appropriate 
Camera glass 
Iranian monetary unit 
Classic race (slang) 
Water barrier 
Low number 
 -Tin-Tin 
Extinct bird 
Over; above (pref.) 
Negative 
Expire 
Colkxj for mother 
Answers 
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Help Wanted 
BO 
ATA 
AYl 
KLA. 
K£ 
Re-Scheduled 
BOWUNQQBEBN STATB UNIVERSITY 
FIJI 
<OA0 
<k>K.T 
XK 
KL<X» 
£<E»E Shapg_ynui„futwre today! RECnuiTMENrr DATES: 
September 17, 18, 19 
6-10pm 
Lobbies of all Residence Halls 
For more information, contact Jordan Ohler O 372-4939 or jordano8bKnet.bfjsu.edu 
""""•Uiii-iomii";""" 
The 
SUMMER'S 
*» 
UAO 
PRESENTS 
"All 
Help Wanted For Sale 
Cleaning person needed for home & 
business. Experience required. Call 
352-9288, leave message 
Babysitter needed PT M-F. 
Children's ages are 16 mo. 3 yrs. 
and 6 yrs Must have experience, be 
energetic, patient and love kids. Ex- 
cellent pay! Call eve. 874-7719 or 
daytime 872-4477. 
GOLF bag room attendants needed Bed  -  Queen  pillow  top,  new,  in 
Afternoons   &   weekends    Belmont plastic.  Full manufacturer's warran- 
Couniry  Club    Periysburg 419-666- ty  Retail $800  Sacrifice $189  Can 
1472 deliver Call 419-392-7465 
Inside sales S8.00/hr. Calling on 
established accounts flex hrs part 
time Apply at Tosh Electronics. 
1150HaskmsRd, BG 
For Rent 
Spring Break 2002 - Reps warned 
15 Sales=2 Free / 30 Sales=3 Free 
"It's a No Brainer" 
Cancun - Jamaica - Florida 
& More!!! 
For the Best Rates 
Go To: sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
Students make $500 a week. Part 
time selling custom printed shirts on 
campus.  Work for Midwest  largest 
college shirt printer 
1-800-554-0462 t-shirts2er0in.com. 
TEACHER ASSISTANT 
WSOS Community Action 
Commission, a community based 
organization focused on the 
human service needs of the 
dlsadvantaged, is seeking 
qualified Individuals to assist In 
infant and/or preschool daycare 
for A.M. and/or P.M. classes at the 
Jordan Family Development 
Center on the BGSU campus. HS 
diploma or QED and commitment 
to obtain CDA with prior 
experience working with low- 
Income families. Year round, avg. 
27.5hr*A»k position. *7.40/hr. plus 
fringe benefits. Send resume to 
WSOS CAC, Attn: HR-TA/BG/KW, 
PO Box 590, Fremont, Ohio 
43420. EOE 
Try Fund-U. a no cost lundraising 
program that's easy and reliable 
Call 1-866-48-FUNDU or visit 
www.fund-u.com 
2 & 3 bdrm. lum apt. w/ AC 
Available Now 
352-7454 
2 bdrm female oriented apt. 
No smoking 
353-5074 
2 br apartment available for rent 
now. $375/mo Hardwood firs , lots 
ot light, quaint. Quiet neighborhood, 
nice landlord Call 353-0776. 
3 bdrm unfurnished apt 
1082 Fairview. 
Call 352-5822 
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!!! 
Close  to  campus,  832  3rd  St,   3 
bdrm, 1 bath, ranch, fenced-m back- 
yard.  $750/mo.  +utils.,  1  or  2  yr. 
lease, no pets Avail Now 
Call 419-474-5344 or 419-392-2812 
House lor Rent 
424 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm House 
avail, immediately $750/mo. Utilities 
included Ref. Req. 353-7547. 
One 3 room apt. available now. 
Newly decorated - in large house 
352-5822. 
Two. 2 bedroom houses- close to 
campus. Grad. students pref. 
Available now. 352-5822. 
Upper duplex available now. 
Grad students preferred. 
352-5822. 
Soaurgu Otr/nuiyj 
Eastern Orthodox 
Christian Church 
&} -.Welcomes 
^1 n^HGSU students 
«v V-     to Sunday worship 
I kr>   aitS'lSpm 
Free transportation to Coledo 
n provided l-'or more info... 
Call 373-0087 
H-niuildavidmarieOhotmail.com 
VKit our web site: 
http://toledo.falthweb.com 
LOOKING TO MAKE AN IMPACT IN BGSU? 
THEN JOIN THE.. 
STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION! 
Come  to  our  next  general  meeting  to  find 
out  more  about  how you  can  get   involved! 
"Who:        Everyone  is  welcome! 
Wrun:      Tuesday, Sept.   18th, 2001   0  9pm 
Wrier*:     Mileti  Alumni  Center 
(Across  from Harshman Quad) 
"FALCON FOOTBALL GAMES 
•HOMECOMING        'FINALS WEEK SURVIVAL KITS 
